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READER
RESPONSE

CARD
Saint Joseph Center for Mental 

Health is a 12トbed, acute care psy
chiatric hospita 丨 located at 819 Dorcas 
Street, Omaha，Nebraska. The hospi
tal is a health care center of Ameri- 
can Medical International, Inc. The 
Center provides comprehensive mental 
health services for all developmental 
levels from the preschool child to the 
older adult patient. Each year over 
し500 children， adolescents and adults 
are admitted to the Center’s fully 
accredited, specialized programs. The 
Center for Mental Health serves as 
the primary teaching facility for 
Creighton University Health Sciences 
programs and is dedicated to the 
purpose of enabling the patient to 
return to a more productive role 
in his family， work and social 
environment.
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From the Executive Director
■ his Pwgr似  edition has been devoted to women. Did you know that in 64 percent of 
1  American families women make the health care decisions, and， in those families, the women 

usually select the family doctor? Further, women average 2b percent more health care visits than 
men. Among women of childbearing age， this figure is as high as 43 percent. Women also have 
higher rates of chronic disease and account for more hospital stays than men. In all， women are 
more aware of health care needs， costs and quality of service today than ever before.

The Center for Mental Health is turning its attention to the women we serve and the mental 
health issues they are facing. In April of 1983, the Assistant Secretary of Health, Dr. Edward 
Brandt, established the Public Health Service Task Force on Women’s Health Issues. This Task 
Force identified that women’s health is directly related to their access to sound information and 
quality medical care. The task force also identified the following issues as signi行cant mental health 
related concerns of women throughout the country.

• Those aspects o f mental and physical health which can be permanently affected by social 
issues

• Stress
• Alcoholism
• Substance abuse 
•Suicide
• Family violence
•M ental health aspects of physical disease which are often overlooked by physicians
• Sexual abuse
• Health problems of aging women
Fundamental to the achievement of improved mental health for all women is the recognition that 

their lives have changed dramatically in recent years and future changes are expected to be even 
greater. Ruth し Kirschstein, MD, Chair of the Public Health Service Task Force, identi行ed the 
most important social changes affecting women’s health at the present time:

1 . Increasing numbers o f women living in poverty.
2. The unprecedented entry of women into the labor force including women with infants and 

young children.
3. The continuing increase in the longevity of 

women.
With these women’s issues, concerns and problems 
in mind， the Center’s staff has dedicated this 
issue of P rogr^ M tom entalhealthandw om en .
With the choices facing women socially and 
economically， the options available to today’s 
women may create greater stress, but the 
positive outcomes， coping strategies and advances 
cannot be overlooked.

Johanna M. Anderson
ど D /厂ccブor
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By Beverly C. Hubenka， MS

The role that women play in soci
ety has nearly always been debated 
in Western culture. From Aristo
phanes’ ‘‘Lysistrata’’ to ‘‘Kramer vs. 
Kramer” the concept of femininity 

has been tossed 
about, questioned as 
being incompatible 
with leadership 
potential and intd- 
lectual competence. 
Sexual differences 
have been celebrated 
in the postulates of 
Sigmund Freud and 
popularized by 
characters like 
Superman and Lois 
Lane.

But in the last 
two decades an aura 
of change is appar
ent. Whether the 
economy of the 
United States has 
dictated the change 
in the status of 
women， or whether 
the increased educa
tion and leisure 
time available to 
women has encour
aged them to find 
satisfaction in the 
workplace, the 
working woman is a 
fact of American 
life. At the end of 
1984, 54.5% of 
American women 
were working outside 

the home, holding 5() million jobs.
The Reagan administration cannot 

discount the impact the working 
woman has had on the revival of the 
economy. The wages of the working 
wife often represent additional but 
not crucial income and allow the 
household to purchase wants， not 
needs， thereby plowing revenue back 
into the economy. The significant 
change of the 80 s is that the working 
woman’s wages are generating in
come to the service industries.

Women working outside the home 
spend as much as one-third of their 
income eating out. There is a demand 
for convenience foods， cleaning ser
vices and child care. Such industries 
frequently utilize workers who were 
previously unemployable because 
of sex, age or education. If the shift 
in economic growth in the 80’s is 
away from manufacturing to service 
industry, then the working woman’s 
more expensive life-style is helping to 
build that economy.

Role Conflict Continues
Fact of life or not， the conOict of 

thefem ininerolecontinues.lsself- 
worth to depend primarily on eco
nomic value， or can there be a holis- 
tic sense of success which can include 
the traditional role of wife and 
mother? Marketing through the media 
has created a superwoman who 
needs mascara, pantyhose and hair- 
spray to last through a 16-hour day 
of competition with men in the work
place, exercise class， grocery shop
ping and 丨ate candlelight dinners.
Once women were only responsible 
for static cling, dirty collars and 
moist cake， but the 80’s lady has an 
energy level that should make the 
most ambitious woman fee丨 guilty. 
Superficial though it may be, the 
marketing surveys show that women 
do in fact use on the average of 
21 self-care products daily to maintain 
their super-woman image.

Legislation，too, has an added 
impact to the double bind of female 
roles. The decade of the 60’s saw 
legislation which created equal voca
tional opportunities. In the 70’s the 
newsstands and bookstores were 
flooded with egocentric selトimprove
ment literature, often directed to 
the “emerging” female. Assertiveness 
training classes were a must for the 
working woman, for it seemed neces
sary that she change her traditional 
giving modality to a taking “ 1 need” 
image. The choice of careers was 
paired with the fate of homeniaking.

The birthrate was down， but the 
family was still there， struggling to 
accommodate the identity of its 
members.

In 1984， Pennsylvania State Uni
versity did a follow-up study of 
the life-style choices made by female 
MBA’s at a major mideastern uni
versity. The sample was a group of 
bright， aggressive career-oriented 
women who received their degrees in 
the late 1960’s and early 1970’s， 
having grown up with the traditional 
home-family values of the 1950，s. 
They were asked to rank the impor
tance they attached to career， family 
and children both currently and be
fore they received their degrees. 
Before receiving their MBA’s， the 
women ranked career as 4.38 on a 
5-p()int scale of importance. Cur
rently， the group perceives marriage 
to rank as most important， followed 
by careers and children， and 67% 
of the married women with children 
rank their careers as the least 
important.

Explanation for Value Shift
One explanation for this shift in 

emphasis might be the career orienta
tion that the educational system 
provides. A teenage boy is expected 
to make vocational choices. The 
what-are-you-going-to-be-when-y()u- 
grow-up probably dogged him during 
much of his early life. Success is 
evaluated by occupational commit
ment. Yet his female counterpart is 
faced with traditional value- 
programmed choices: marriage，mar
riage with job， career and college， 
college and marriage — an unending 
combination of choices precipitating 
role confusion. Career development， 
in concert with personality develop
ment， should be a lifelong process. 
Dinner is difficult to prepare if the 
choice of ingredients is not deter
mined in advance.

Still another issue oi intrinsic
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Having R AM: 
Wife，MoOier， Career

By Shashi K. Bhatia, MD and Doris J. Jones， BSN

‘‘The times they are a-changing,’’ 
are the words of a popular song 
of the 60’s. Today we are stiH in the 
midst of a transition, and nowhere 
are the changes more dramatic， as far 

as women are con
cerned， than in the 
work force. Since 
1950， the number of 
women working 
outside the home has 
almost doubled to 
over 40 million.
They represent 43% 
of the work force. 
This is in response 
to economic neces
sity as well as a 
universal rise in ex- 
pectations for a 
higher standard of 
living.

But some things 
remain the same- 
uAnatomyisdes- 
tiny，’’ said Freud.
For women this 
remains a central 
factor and issues of 
when, if or how 
to be a parent and 
how to integrate 
work and family life 

now loom in an unprecedented way. 
Only one out of ten women will never 
work outside the home; yet women 
working outside the home continue to 
assume 80% of the care of the home.

As mental health professionals， we 
see the superwoman syndrome result
ing from trying to be all things to all 
people. She is often referred to as 
the ‘‘devoted mother，’’ ‘‘competent 
worker，’’ “ always-available friend” 
and ‘‘energetic volunteer.’’ She may 
present with a cluster of symptoms 
including headache， backache and 
simple exhaustion. The superwoman 
ends up feeling overwhelmed, over
extended, unappreciated, angry and 
wanting to run away. We see ‘‘burn
out，’’ a term describing feelings of 
gloom, hopelessness and diminished
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self-esteem which presents as a 
syndrome of emotional exhaustion 
and cynicism that frequently occurs 
among people who do ‘‘people’’ 
work — who spend considerable time 
in close encounters. We see men 
and women placing themselves under 
a series of expectations that suggest 
“overwork” asastatussym bol.
There is an urgency to be super
parents vs. parents， for gourmet 
cooking vs. cooking, for successful 
dressing vs. dressing and a tendency 
to become overwhelmed by the vast 
possibilities offered us along our 
journey through life. Today’s women 
are bombarded by endless possibili
ties. Perhaps more than ever before 
the woman of the 80’s must develop 
coping strategies that will support 
health and serve to smooth the inevi

Search out what gives energy directly 
back to you, and schedule that 
activity for yourself. What hobbies 
and activities produce the greatest 
sense of optimism and positive think
ing? Pets， for example， can be the 
most signi行cant other, and their value 
should not be underestimated. Carve 
out time to spend with people in 
nurturing relationships where you also 
benefit from what others can give. 
Foster friendships with other women. 
Schedule time with your mate. Cou
ples who tend to break up are those 
that don’t play together. Men are 
resentful of having “ what’s left over” 
in addition to being determined both 
the cause and the solution to women’s 
problems.

Whatever supports are important to 
you must be identified and nurtured.

table conflict elicited by multi-role 
functioning.

The way to begin is to take charge 
of your life by setting priorities.
Don’t just think about it. Write ideas 
down. Analyze to what extent your 
behavior matches your priority state
ments. Discrepancies may mean 
an overinvolvement in details that 
manage to obscure focus. Develop 
time management skills by placing 
limits on chores and in hirmg people 
to do necessary but time-consuming 
tasks. Never， never automatically say 
‘‘yes’’ to anything. Learn to say 
‘‘no’’ diplomatically. Treat your life 
like an elegant restaurant. Select from 
the menu only what you perceive as 
valuable， allowing the remaining 
items to pass on.

Secondly take care of you.
Proper diet and physical 
exercise are basic as 
is adequate rest and 
relaxation.

Who are those individuals or groups 
with whom you can laugh and love? 
Who supports and understands you?

on page 75 )
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Dy Susan M. Moss, MS

In 丨960，three-fourths of all U.S. 
families were traditional, nuclear 
types: wage-earning man, child-rear
ing and housekeeping woman and 
offspring. Today ,12 miHion children 

live in female
headed households. 
By 1990，one-third 
of all families will 
be fatherless; the 
traditional family of 
1960 will be a 
rarity.

The rise in 
mother-only families 
continues because 
of population growth 
of females, a tend- 
ency to break away 
from the extended 
family, increased 
fertility and rising 
illegitimacy. Welfare 
practices which dis
criminate against 
intact families have 
also had an impact- 
Changes in marriage 
stability account 
for only a small per- 
centage of the 
increase.'

A look at the 
intact family will aid 
understanding of 
the special strengths 

and vulnerabilities of the mother- 
only family. A family’s job is to 
provide 飢 s/n/7， the we(で

AM厂 to わ chiレ 
dren and to tend to everyday matters 
of /?〇仏sで/ ^ Father’s status in 
the family traditionally hinges on ms 
capabilities as a breadwinner; he 
spends little time caring for his chil
dren. However, the recent resurgence 
ot fathering as an active， dynamic 
interaction with a child will influence 
mother-only families by virtue of 
father’s increased salience. The key 
factor for children is not simply 
if father is present or absent， but his 
relative salience and its advantage, 
disadvantage or neutral influenceノ

Lnven diverse societa丨 and individ
ual family tasks， how do the single 
mother and her children fare? Can 
they accomplish the myriad family 
tas〔s?

It depends on the family’s adjust
ment patterns, resources and stressors. 
One of the stressors is prejudice as 
this 知爪/か is often regarded as lack
ing or broken. Hetherington identified 
this bias in research: “Studies cus
tomarily have been labeled yhf/^厂- 
“わAでn(で studies. This rubric rejects a 
bias that when differences are found 
between children in single-parent 
and in intact families, they are attrib
utable to the absence of the father 
rather than to differences in family 
functioning， stresses and support 
systems， in the two types of 
families.’”

Problems Facing 
Single Mothers

In addition to prejudice, the single 
mother faces other problems. Eco- 
nomic realities are usually of Hrst 
concern as the mother-only household 
is likely to suffer from economic 
deprivation. Approximately half of all 
poor families in the United States 
are headed by a woman without 
a partner. Many problems attributed 
to fatherlessness are actually the 
result of the poverty these families 
endure.

Single-parent mothers also experi
ence overload. ぅ LzyA 6) 厂 is 
due to the sheer number of jobs to 
be performed. Fifty percent of single 
mothers are employed full-time in 
addition to housekeeping and child 
care duties. Functioning close to the 
limits of capability without a backup, 
the single parent is most vulnerable 
to task overload when demands 
increase, for instance, if a child is 
in. わ///fy occurs
when meeting children’s needs and 
maKing decisions cannot be shared. 
The social isolation that often accom
panies single mothering combined 
with constant attending to children 
can lead to ove厂 Some

mothers report feeling like prisoners 
without time-out to ease the stress of 
parenting. The divorced or widowed 
mother’s social life often needs a 
complete renovation so that mends 
and emotional support are available.

For economically viable women 
especially, there are positive aspects 
to single parenting. Many women 
enjoy increased autonomy， improved 
self-esteem and better relations with 
their children.

What about the children? Statisti
cally， they are ‘‘at risk.” Research 
has focused on four areas: school 
progress， sex role， delinquency and 
mental disorders. Results are equivo
cal and methodology is complex.
A multitude of variables deserve at
tention. These include both the reason 
for and length of parental separation, 
the child’s age at the time of separa
tion， gender， race， socioeconomic 
status, birth order and temperament. 
Quality and quantity of mothering 
also infiuence development.

Studies measuring 1Q， academic 
ability and achievement have not 
clearly ascribed differences to father- 
absence, and father-absence has little 
affect on school performance in 
economically advantaged populations /  
Sex role typing studies have had 
mixed results. In this area, mother’s 
functioning and her reaction to being 
single are mediators in the child’s 
adjustment.

Child Behavior Disorders
Delinquency has commonly been 

associated with “ broken homes.” The 
disequilibrium of divorce and the 
conflict preceding it may contribute 
to behavior problems. Such problems 
dissipate when a new famdy equilib
rium is established， usually in the 
second year. Research has shown that 
children in single-parent families 
function more adequately than those 
inconOict-riddennuclearhomes. 
Mental unhealth is also more closely 
related to family discord than to 
father-absence. 7
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Obstacles Or Opportunities: 
Challenges For 

Todays Farm Wife
By Hudson H. Hsieh， MD and Elizabeth M. Waddle， RN

Farming is the business of raising 
crops or animals on a farm. We 
think of the traditional fdrmer and his
family as a close-knit unit, working
together on the
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land， in a setting 
where there is an 
abundance of sun
shine， fresh air， 
wide-open spaces， 
peaceandtranquH- 
ity. It is also a 
life of long hours 
and hard work.
There is always the 
challenge of the 
elements. Rain, 
drought, hail and 
insects take their 
toll， while devastat
ing tornadoes not 
only destroy crops 
but farm buildings 
and livestock as 
we".

The spring of ’85 
heralded a fearful 
and uncertain fate 
for many farmers. 
This time， it was not 
only the elements 
challenging the 
farmer but also the 
high interest rates， 
plunging land values， 
dwindling markets 
at home and abroad 
and overwhelming 
debts. It is a national 
crisis that includes 
farmers from Maine

to California. The crisis is rising 
out of the prosperity of the late 70’s， 
when banks were wooing the farmers 
to borrow money to buy more land 
and expensive equipment, under 
the guise of a future of wealth and 
prosperity.

Today’s Farm Challenges
Today, instead of the peace and 

tranquility, we are aware of the 
tractorcades， the auctioneer’s hammer，

the white crosses planted to symbol
ize foreclosed family farms and the 
anguished cry of the nation at farm 
rallies and protests. These difficult 
times are creating new challenges for 
the farm wife. Today’s farm wife 
has to work much harder, both physi
cally and emotionally， to preserve 
the unity of her family. The wife of 
the farmer who has avoided indebted
ness， has less land, less expensive 
equipment and fewer luxuries is 
probaoly able to carry on much the 
same as in the past. But， what of 
those facing bankruptcy? Local and 
national publications carry tragic 
stories about the destiny of these 
families. One particular story is that 
of a couple who farmed for 27 years. 
In 1979， within one month, two of 
their four children died after battles 
with leukemia. The hospital bills 
were enormous. Within four years 
these bills, coupled with their farm 
problems, reduced their worth from a 
quarter of a million dollars to 
$900,000 in debt. The emotional 
impact on this farm wife and her 
family was staggering.

In another example， the ending is 
even more distressing. For 20 years, 
this couple prosperously farmed 300 
acres. The purchase of 150 additional 
acres to provide for their ten chil
dren, coupled with commodity prices 
too soft to carry such a millstone， 
had swollen their debt to $247,000. 
As loan payments drifted into arrears， 
the family’s credit dried up. The 
husband， a proud man slowly devas
tated, sought help. One Sunday he 
packed his bags to visit a mental 
health center. Then, as his family 
readied for church, he quietly strode 
to a shed and fired a shotgun blast 
into his chest.

These stories are devastating exam
ples of the tremendous stress facing 
many farm families. The farm wife， 
frequently the emotional pillar of 
the family， is now confronting tough 
decisions and making choices to

best sustain the basic needs and men
tal health of her family.

The farm wife who decides to stay 
in the rural setting may have many 
sacrifices to face, but typically this is 
a choice she would readily make.
She may have worked side by side 
with her husband for years raising 
their children, aoing household chores 
and even helping in the fields and 
with the livestock. Farms are a living 
heritage passed down from generation 
to generation, and there is a deep 
personal commitment to keep these 
farms in the family. These wives can 
support themselves and their hus
bands by learning as much as possible 
about their situation and by keeping 
well informed on current farm issues 
and policies. Information and encour
agement is becoming more available 
as many communities are establishing 
support groups dedicated to the farm 
crisis. Open communication and 
provision of encouragement between 
the farm wife and husband is also 
critical for effective coping.

Factors in Employment
Some farm wives are taking jobs 

in the city to help support the farm. 
Others are moving off the farm 
completely and entering the urban 
world with their husbands. For 
women who have worked outside the 
farm, this may pose few problems 
in adjustment. To the wife who has 
worked all of her life on the farm, 
the move may require dramatic 
changes in the entire routine of lire. 
Frequently these women do not have 
the skills for the types of jobs avail
able to them. Most states now have 
farmers-in-transition programs， set 
up to train and assist farmers and 
their wives m relocating into other 
jobs. Some women 行nd it difficult 
even after an adjustment period， as 
farming is “a way of life” that has 
been given up with much trepidation.
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Wbmen And Violence: 
Healing The Long-Term Hurt

By James D. Severa， MD and Kathy J. Bustos, BA

The statistics on the incidence of 
violence are staggering, h is esti
mated by the F如 that one of every 
four or more wives is beaten by 
her husband and one-half of all mar

riages have spouse 
abuse to some de
gree， both physically 
and mentally. Even 
more frightening 
is the fact that 
million women are 
physically abused 
each year， which is 
three times the num
ber raped, by report. 
Tnis doesn’t include 
the untold situations 
of abuse and rapes 
hidden by the vic
tims. This article 
will discuss the 
proolems involved in 
healing the long
term hurt of the 
abused woman as 
well as what these 
women can do, 
and should expect， 
as they seek help.

Victims of abuse 
share common 
characteristics. These 
women are fre
quently dependent， 
helpless, powerless 

and often experience feelings of 
being responsible for the abusive act. 
The abused woman may be unclear 
or confused about her reasons for 
feeling that she has caused the abuser 
to act in such a manner. Filled with 
these feelings of guilt and responsi
bility， the victim manifests low self- 
esteem and depression. The abuser 
typically projects the responsibility for 
his behavior on the victim, who 
readily accepts this faulty reasoning. 
Depression heightens with increased 
feelings of poor self-worth as the 
victim perceives herself as ill 
equipped to meet the demands of life 
or experience the rewards of living.

And so the cycle goes.
It is enlightening to compare simi

larities between the victim and the 
abuser for therapy purposes. Both 
exhibit poor self-concepts. An indi
vidual with a positive self-image will 
not tolerate abusive situations. Other 
shared characteristics are feelings 
of helplessness, powerlessness，de
pendence and insecurity. Both dem
onstrate an inability to effectively 
handle anger. Expression of anger is 
dealt with in a manner which deter
mines if one will be the victim or the 
abuser.

Violence is a learned behavior that 
is rejected primarily by the way 
one expresses feelings of frustration, 
anger and aggression. Social custom, 
childhood experiences and threatened 
sexuality may all affect the abuser’s 
reasoning for performing violent acts. 
It is believed that many victims and 
abusers come from similar home 
situations where domestic abuse took 
place. As children, the victim and 
abuser may have learned their roles 
by imitating or modeling the behavior 
of their family members. As one 
might expect, children who have ex
perienced or witnessed abuse exhibit a 
greater propensity to use violence in 
their adult relationships.

Stress Management 
Skills Lacking

In abusive families, stress manage
ment skills are lacking and should 
be a focus of therapy. These families 
experience stress in many areas of 
their lives. Any type of crisis can 
heighten existing frustration and 
negative self-images. Poor impulse 
control is exhibited by the abuser and 
self-blame by the victim. All family 
members are emotionaHy stressed and 
support for one another is minimal 
or nonexistent.

Clearly， current law states that 
abuse is illegal. Unfortunately， old 
attitudes linger about the sanctity of 
the family, and the victim may be 
reluctant to seek he!p. The victim

may fear reprisal by the abuser, loss 
of financial support or the reaction 
of friends and helping professionals. 
These fears will only complicate 
her already battered ego and physi
cally bruised body and may prolong 
the unhealthy situation. Hopefully, 
increased exposure of these problems 
will ormg change to a more open 
view of the serious crime of abuse.

Expectations of Assistance
The abused woman should have 

certain expectations as to help that is 
available tor herself and the abuser. 
Minimal therapeutic intervention must 
include seeking help to prevent fur
ther abuse to the woman and her 
family members. Failure to seek out
side help may result in further physi- 
cal and emotional harm and 
perpetuate the abuser’s behavior, 
resulting in further family deteriora
tion. Involvement in treatment for 
substance abuse or psychiatric treat
ment for underlying illness and the 
abusive behavior should be expected 
for the abuser. In an acute situation, 
the victim should be provided respite 
from the abuser， and if necessary， 
intervention by legal authorities 
should be available. She can also 
expect help from friends, relatives 
and helping institutions. Even the 
shelter of the hospital is appropriate 
if the abuse situation is acute. The 
hospital can afford ultimate protec
tion， liaison with legal authorities and 
access to mental health services 
provided by a team of experts. This 
team may consist of social workers, 
mental health professionals, psychia
trists, as well as the family physician. 
No situation is impossible. If the 
abuser refuses treatment, the victim 
should expect respite from his abuse 
and have the moral, economic and 
physical support she deserves. Help 
in the form of individual or group 
therapy can also help in the healing 
process.
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Having It AU:
Wife, Mother, Career
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release for confusion 
and frustration? 
Where are the quiet 
and restful corners at 
home where comfort 
and solace are 
assured?

Today’s women 
need to see their 
families as support 
systems rather than 
handicaps. Too 
often， children of 
worKing women are 
perceived as interfer
ences with produc
tivity rather than 
assets. A sense of 
humor is both a 
personal attribute and 
a personal support 
system. Humor is a 
powerful weapon that 
can help establish 
trust and fellowship 
at work, at home and 
in group interactions. 
It is a social lubri
cant and a human 
connection. The 
ability to see humor 
in various situations 
is a means of 
releasing the energy 
accompanying

excessive tension. Laugning with 
someone enfolds you within a net
work of human love, understanding 
and support.

In a sense we’re in a generation of 
transition. Present day women are 
making assertive，self-directed moves 
toward Hnancial and emotional inde
pendence， while in the foreground are 
needs，qualifications，rewards，de
mands of husband or lover， children 
and friends. Each of us is a pioneer 
in wording out new models of inte

gration of commitment to work and 
the commitment to nurturing relation
ships. Favorable outcomes will de- 
pend on clearly defining one’s 
priorities as well as building inter
dependent relationships with signifi- 
cant others in order to meet our 
emotional needs during these chang
ing times. )_J

The Bittersweet 
Harvest Of 
The 1980’s Woman

page 5 )

equality of the sexes prevails in this 
decade — comparable worth. In 
the 1970’s th e fo cu sw aso n n o n - 
traditional jobs for women， but since 
the majority remained in traditional 
jobs, equality of oav is now the 
issue. One mid western state has set 
aside funds to end discriminatory 
wages， but the tool to compare apples 
and oranges has not been designed. 
How can the skills and production 
of, say, female clerical workers 
be compared to the skills and produc
tion of male maintenance employees? 
In the meantime， women continue 
to make less than men. The Rand 
Corporation of Santa Monica, Cali
fornia， predicts that by the year 2000, 
women will be earning 74% of 
men’s salaries. There remains the 
nagging doubt if the battlefield for 
equality should be the marketplace.

Yet the critical years of conHict are 
behind， and the modern woman 
enjoys a climate of eclecticism. Ca
reer choices are formidable. Physical 
wellness is fashionable. This drive 
toward self-enhancement must incor
porate with equal emphasis new 
and more productive mental health 
habits. Aristotle said that a woman is 
a man turned inside out. Right or 
wrong, the workplace requires emo
tional management. Occupational 
demands can take their toll on feel

ings of self-satisfaction.
In spite of divorce affecting one of 

three American women, 90% con
tinue to marry. Family expectations 
coupled with career commitment is a 
perfect combination for inducing 
anxiety. Role confusion, inertia and 
despair have been the pitfalls of 
the last decades.

By contrast， the 80’s offer a splen
did opportunity for emotional growth. 
Theservicesofmentalhealthproibs- 
sionals， not reserved to treat the ills 
of society， can diffuse feelings of 
distress and nurture a gratirying， 
constructive life pattern. Dual roles 
need not be antagonistic and can 
incorporate enrichment. With direc
tion, occupational coping and role 
relationships can be more than a 
Hirtation with experience: they can 
produce a dynamic blending of the 
bitter and the sweet to create a 
holistic dignity. Grappling with the 
ammguous equality of the sexes 
belongs to the past.

‘‘Ac go one
わ̂ /bw 汉 /^ n ’’ 一  WiHiam
Shakespeare.ロ

The FaOierless FamUy
(C训 page 9 )

This brings us to a strength of the 
mother-only family. When family 
conflict and a negative or violent 
father are removed， a child’s devel
opment is enhanced. Relationships 
with more positive male figures are 
possible. Mother-only families also 
tend to be more child-centered and 
may provide a more democratic， less 
regimented environment fertile for 
the development of creativity in 
children/

When fatherless families ask for 
help， what treatment approaches 
are most benencial? Paul L. Adams, 
MD， whose research and practice 
have focused extensively on fatherless 
children, suggests several guidelines.
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First， consider the 行nancial strains 
the family may be experiencing and 
deal with survival economics in 
therapy. Helping to locate resources 
is an important advocacy function. 
Second， understanding that a child’s 
adjustment depends largely on moth
er’s reaction to father-absence， 
attending to mother’s needs and 
feelingsofoverloadbecomescrucial. 
A home visit will provide an intimate 
view of family circumstances. Perhaps 
most importantly, the professional 
must assess personal mases about 
families and stay open to the diverse 
ways a family can accomplish its 
tasks. ‘‘Take each family afresh and 
evaluate it for strengths，weaknesses, 
potentials for repair and growth.”9 
Just as “ fatherless children are more 
Hke children than otherwise，” '" so 
fatherless famUies are more like 
families than otherwise. The crucial 
variable for children is the amount of 
nurturance available and for mothers， 
the amount of support•ロ

Dr. Paul Adams，Kempner Pro 
fessor of Child Psychiatry at the 
University of Texas Medical Branch 
at Galveston， spoke on fatherless 
families at Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health on April 30，1985.
His presentation was the catalyst for 
tms issue’s article on fatherless 
families， and he assisted in the arti
cle’s development. Dr. Adams is the 
co-author with Judith Milner and 
N ancySchrepfofF6"/^r/m (7?"- 
办 の7， Wiley & Sons, Inc•，丨984.
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Obstacles Or 
Opportunities: 
Challenges For 
Today’s Farm Wife

p a g e  77 )

The pain of their loss remains 
despite all the help and support that 
is offered. Other farm wives adjust 
more readily and enjoy their new role 
as well as the security of a regular 
income. The women who effectively 
manage this transition even discover 
new avenues of interest and outlets 
for themselves and their families.

The nation， as a whole， is begin
ning to recognize the plight of the 
farmer and his family. In the last 
year， Hollywood produced three nlms 
depicting the pain and anguish of

farm wives threat
ened with the loss of 
their land. Three 
Hollywood actresses 
who portrayed farm 
wives appeared at 
informal hearings in 
Washington on the 
farm crisis. Although 
this angered some 
farm wives who felt 
that Hollywood 
could not portray 
their true feelings， it 
captured the atten
tion of the lawmak
ers and the country.
It also gave route 
to many helping 
organizations. It is 
vita丨 for the mental 
health profession 
to play an active 
role， along with 
clergy, financial 
aavisors, attorneys 
and others， to assist 
distressed farm 
families in coping 
with this crisis. Unfortunately，academ
ic psychiatry has not yet directly 
focused this important issue.

Dr. Robert Schuller has written a 
book about just such times as these.
It is entitled

尺/ ? / Do.  This 
message, in a speech that he gave， 
drew resounding applause from a 
group of farmers who were not look
ing for a pat on the back but under- 
standing and identification with their 
problem. Along with encouragement, 
he recalled the words of a slogan 
on a bank calendar in his hometown 
when he was growing up. It read, 
‘‘Great people are ordinary people 
with extraordinary amounts of deter
mination.” It is this type of determi- 
nation that will enable the farm wife 
to seek help for herself and her 
family during tms time of hidden 
suicides in the form of farm acci
dents, an increase in family abuse, 
alcoholism and even unexplained 
injury to farm animals. The farm 
wife fills a role that brings stress to 
the strongest but also a sense of 
great pride and accomplishment. t_J
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Women And Violence: 
Healing The 
Long-Term Hurt

Another deep-seated threat for most 
women is the fear of rape. This is

a crime arising from 
hate, hostility and 
aggressive behavior 
resulting in violent 
physical assault, 
depersonalization and 
degradation of the 
victim. Rape is 
deviant because the 
purpose of the 
violence involved is 
to debase and humil
iate, not merely to 
engage in a sexual 
act.

Rape should be 
viewed as a serious 
crime of violence.
It demands protect
ing the victim as 
would be expected 
for any crime such 
as murder, assault or 
robbery. However, 
rape is significantly 
under-reported be
cause of fear of 
reprisal，embarrass
ment and stigma, as 
well as worry over 
credibility — the 
victim fears she 
won’t be believed. 

No one should bear the burden of 
such a violent crime alone. Help is 
available from both legal and helping 
professionals and is critical to re
establishing one’s sense of security, 
emotional we!1-being and sdf- 
esteem. Rape is as devastating to 
the victim as spouse abuse. Sexual 
recovery in terms of future sexual 
relationships depends on the degree 
of emotional healing. Problems may 
include alterations in usual sexual 
activity ranging from abstinence 
to increased sexual activity.

If these issues are understood, 
physical and psychological responses 
can be further analyzed and dealt 
with therapeutically.

These violent situations must be 
brought out in the open. The victim 
must remove herseげ from the isolated 
conditions she may be in. There are 
resources available in the community 
designed to provide protection and 
treatment. The problem certainly 
is not easy but there are solutions.

The ultimate is to involve both the 
victim and abuser in therapy designed 
to help them develop effective com
munication. The abuser can learn 
control and acceptable ways of han
dling hostilities. With appropriate 
therapy for all concerned the 
unhealthy repetitive cycle of domestic 
violence can be turned into healthy 
interpersonal communication. It is 
okay to call for help. You are not 
alone.ロ
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and fighting back isn’t easy.
Depression —  when it strikes,(仙‘ problems seem too big to solve. We 

have trouble coping with the day to day demands oHife. Our family， our jobs, 
our mends are affected.

Saint Joseph Center fbr Menta丨 Heaith ^JOSEPH
understands that it’s tough to fight back 
— especially without help. That’s why 
our trained and sens山ve staft provides a
fuU range of professional services for 
adults. Cali us anytime, 24 hours a day， 
7 days a week， at (402) 449*4650.

CENTER FOR
M E N T A  し H E A D H
A::health care center o丨

'8T9. Dorcas .Stfeel, Omaha, Nebraska 68108
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CMH UPDATE

Center StaiT to Present at 
W omen’s Conference

Saint Joseph Center for Mental 
Health professional staff will present 
eight programs at the first 
Contemporary Women’s Expo ’85 on 
October 24， 25 and 26. Seminar 
topics will include suicide in 
adolescence, manifestations of stress 
and balancing your personal and 
professional life. The theme of the 
conference， to be held at the Holiday 
Inn Convention Center and the 
College of Saint Mary, will be 
personal and professional growth as 
well as life-style changes and 
transitions.

Stress and Chronic Disease
Providing educational programs for 

patients with chronic diseases will 
be the focus of attention in the next 
several months by the Center’s staff. 
On September 9 a seminar on 
‘‘Coping with Stress in Relation to 
Chronic Pulmonary Lung Disease” 
will be presented at Saint Joseph 
Hospital. On November 2 “Coping 
with Chronic Disease” wiH be 
presented to individuals with diabetes. 
This day-long workshop will also be 
presented at Saint Joseph Hospital.

Second Annual Life Ftight 
Symposium

Judie Krueger, MA, Director of 
Stress Management at the Center， will 
deliver a presentation entitled 
“ PしEASE, NO MORE — Stress in 
the Communications Center” at the 
Second Annual Life Flight 
Symposium on September 9. Ms. 
Krueger will speak to public safety 
dispatchers of local fire， rescue and 
law enforcement agencies of eastern 
Nebraska and western Iowa.

Speakers Bureau
In response to requests from the 

community， the Center’s professional 
staff have shared their expertise on 
various issues and concerns in the 
Held of mental health. Topics have 
included:
Time Management

Bulimarexia: The Binge Purge
Cycle. Af“厂 /の叱 6ひyた 肠 "ど，P/?D,
⑴ W C. W/nk，P/?Z)， W

Examining the societal change of 
tne 60’s and 70’s that encouraged 
women to be “ thin,” this book 
focuses on the contributing factors 
that have led to an increase in eating 
disorders. Buliniarexia is a recent 
term used to describe the practice of 
gorging followed by fasting， vomiting 
or purging. The authors examine 
the differences between this disorder 
and anorexia, the types of personali
ties associated with these disorders, 
similarities in family structure and 
the problems these women encounter 
in forming intimate relationships. 
Included is an overview ot the ther
apy successful in the treatment of 
these disorders.

Life Prints. G m a ルび“(7?，P/の ，

似 /"?d
尺/vwx， /9幻 .

Based on a 3-year study of Ameri
can women, Life Prints reviews the 
various stages in a woman’s life and 
the problems women encounter as 
they begin to seek more for them
selves. Problems associated with as- 
suming muhiple roles of wife, mother

Manifestations of Stress and Stress 
Management 

Communication Skills 
The Phenomenon of Suicide 
Chemical Abuse

For more information contact:
Mary Jean Kashcr, Director of 
Education and Resource/Community 
Education， at (402) 449-4174.

and career woman are explored, as 
well as surviving divorce and becom
ing an independent person.

Helping Women Cope With Grief.
尺. 57/vmn"/?， が 々 “-

This book is designed as a guide 
for professionals in a mental health 
setting as they attempt to better 
understand how women react to losso 
and to assist them in reshaping their 
lives in a more positive way. The 
author discusses what she believes to 
be the three most traumatic causes 
of grieT m a woman’s life: ⑴  be
coming a widow; (2) giving up a 
child or terminating a pregnancy: and 
(3)beingabatteredw ifeorpartner. 
The book provides a useful frame
work for a better understanding of the 
way women react to a variety of 
other losses as well. The author dis
cusses the impact of society on the 
individual’s ability to talk about their 
experiences and openly grieve. In
cluded are suggested therapies and 
treatments.

Pamela K. Bu"er, RN
Clinical Coordinator, Older Adult
Unit

Book Reviews
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CMH UPDATE

Dr. john F. Riedler has recently 
joined the Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health Medical Staff. A 
graduate of the University of Ne
braska Medical School， Dr. Riedler 
completed his psychiatric residency at 
Nebraska Psychiatric Institute in 
December 1982. For the past three 
years he has been Clinical Director of 
Adolescent Services at Tucson Psy
chiatric Institute in Tucson, Arizona, 
where he developed an adolescent 
inpatient program and was active on 
many medical staff committees. A 
native of Omaha, Dr. Riedler and his 
wife Loreen prefer the midwestern 
life-style and have returned to Omaha 
with their two children.

As a new member of the Center 
for Mental Health Medical Staff, Dr. 
Mark J. Diercks is familiar with 
theCenter’sprogramsandpersonnel. 
He spent the last several years asso
ciated with the Center as both a 
Creighton University medical student 
and resident. Born and raised in

New Faces
Council B丨uffs，丨owa, Dr. Diercks 
served as a consultant for the Ne
braska Psychiatric Institute and Nor- 
folk Regional Center and has 
established a practice in both adult 
and adolescent psychiatry. He is 
currently a member of the American 
Psycniatric Association and the Ne
braska Psychiatric Society.

祕

Doris J. Jones, BSN， was recently 
named Director of Nursing/Patient 
Care at Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Hca丨th. Previously, Doris was 
Clinical Services Coordinator at the 
Center. Her varied background m 
management and administrative nurs
ing includes working with the resident 
program at 川inois Research and 
Education Hospital in Chicago. Her 
background is diverse in both mental 
health and general medicine.

Mary Jane Payne ()TR，has joined 
the staff of Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health as Director of Occupa
tional Therapy. She earned a BS 
degree in Occupational Therapy at 
Louisiana State University Mechcal 
Center and is currently pursuing 
a master’s degree at the University of 
Nebraska at Omaha. Mary Jane 
worked as a therapist at the Center 
from 1980 to 198$ and then accepted 
a position as Supervisor of Occupa
tional Therapy at Nebraska Psychiatric 
Institute.

Marianne G. Campbell, RI),
is the new Clinica丨 Dietitian at Saint 
Joseph Center for Mental Health. 
Marianne received her B/\ in Food 
and Nutrition at Clarke College in 
Dubuque，Iowa， in 1979 and served 
her dietetic internship at the Uni
versity of Nebraska at し incoln. Her 
most recent pos山on was Program 
Director of Nutrit丨on Education at the 
Dairy Council of Central States. 
Marianne currently serves as president 
of the Omaha Dietetic Association.
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CMH UPDATE

各

Suzanne N. Dwyer,1 RS, who has
been employed at the Center for Mental 
Health as a Therapeutic Recreational 
Specialist on the Geriatric Unit since 
December 1981， has accepted the 
pos山on of Director of Recreational 
Therapy. Sue received her BS degree 
in Therapeutic Recreation from the 
University of Nebraska at Omaha and 
also holds a certi行cate of specializa
tion in gerontology. Previously, she 
was Assistant Activity Director with 
Good Samaritan Nursing Care Center. 
Sue also works as a liaison with 
the University of Nebraska at Omaha 
and Lincoln to promote student 
practicum experiences at the Center.

Demolition of the 
OM Saint Joseph 
Hospita!

The demolition of the old Saint 
Joseph Hospital which began this past 
spring has been completed. By the 
end of July, Cosada Enterprises, Inc.， 
is expected to begin construction of 
a skilled nursing facility on the 
site vacated by the old hospital. The 
180-bed facility is projected to be 
completed by the spring of 1986.

Medical Staff 
President

Dr. Charles M. Graz has been 
elected to serve a 2-year term as 
President of the Medical Staff for 
Saint Joseph Center for Mental 
Health. A native of New York, Dr. 
Graz graduated from Creighton Uni
versity School of Medicine in 1960 
and completed his training at New 
York Hospital in White Pla丨ns， New 
York. He served as a psychiatrist 
for two years in the United States 
Army Medical Corps， then entered 
private psychiatric practice in New 
York State u n til1979.

Since that time，Dr. Graz has been 
a full-time Assistant Professor at 
Creighton University Department of 
Psychiatry and is currently Director of 
the Junior Clerkship Program. He 
has served Saint Joseph Medical 
Staff as representative to both the 
Quality Assurance and Medical Rec
ords Practice Committees.

Medicai Director
Dr. Edward T. Beitenman assumed 

the fuH-time pos山on as Medical 
Director for Saint Joseph Center for 
Menta丨 Health on July 丨，1985.
Dr. Beitenman has over 20 years 
experience in psychiatry and is board 
certnied in both genera丨 and child 
psychiatry. An 丨owa native, he at
tended Creighton University Medical 
School and received his general 
and child psychiatry training in Penn
sylvania. As Medical Director, his 
focus will be to insure that the Cen
ter’s treatment programs continue 
to provide quality care which is both 
clinically sound and cost effective. 
Under his direction， bamt Joseph 
Center for Mental Health will con
tinue in the development and expan- 
sion of progressive and innovative 
psychiatric programs available to our 
patients.
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PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT

We would like to know your opinion of Saint Joseph Center for Mental Health Progress Magazine. Please take a moment to 
Oil out this questionnaire so that we may gauge its effectiveness and meet your needs and interests in future issues. Thank 
you for your time and support.

How often do you read Progress?: □  always □  usually □  sometimes □  rarely
2. Do you pass your copy of each issue on to someone else?: ロ yes ロ no 

— If yes how many 门 1 口 2-3 □  4 or more
3. How do you rate editorial content (subject matter, writing，research)?:

□  excellent [[g o o d  [[average 丨 刁 below average 「 [poor
— Any suggestion on how the content could be improved?______________________________________________________

4. How do you rate the graphics (type, paper，photos， overall “ look” ） ？ : 
□  excellent □  good Q  average □  below average □  poor 
— Any suggestion on how the graphics could be improved?_______

5. What topics would you like to see covered in future issues of Progress?

6. On a scale of 1 to 10 (10 being best) how would you rate Progress magazine? Number:_________
7. To give us a better picture of our readership, we would like to know a little about you and your background. The 

following information wil丨 be held in complete confidentiality.
Your profession or occupation:________________________________________________________________________
Employed by :______________________________________________________________________________________
H you are a physician, of which hospital(s) are you a medical staff member?_______________________________
Your age range: □ 1 8 -2 4  □  25-34 [[3 5 -4 4  [[4 5 -5 4  □  over 54 Your sex: □  Male □  Female

H you would like to be added to the Progress mailing list， please provide the following information,
Name _________________________________Address ________________________ City __________ Zip Code ___
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